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This Encyclopedia of Biotechnology is a component of the global Encyclopedia of
Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of twenty
one Encyclopedias. Biotechnology draws on the pure biological sciences
(genetics, animal cell culture, molecular biology, microbiology, biochemistry,
embryology, cell biology) and in many instances is also dependent on knowledge
and methods from outside the sphere of biology (chemical engineering,
bioprocess engineering, information technology, biorobotics). This 15-volume set
contains several chapters, each of size 5000-30000 words, with perspectives,
applications and extensive illustrations. It carries state-of-the-art knowledge in the
field and is aimed, by virtue of the several applications, at the following five major
target audiences: University and College Students, Educators, Professional
Practitioners, Research Personnel and Policy Analysts, Managers, and Decision
Makers and NGOs
Biologically Active Peptides: From Basic Science to Applications for Human
Health stands as a comprehensive resource on bioactive peptide science and
applications. With contributions from more than thirty global experts, topics
discussed include bioactive peptide science, structure-activity relationships, best
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practices for their study and production, and their applications. In the
interdisciplinary field of bioactive peptides, this book bridges the gap between
basic peptide chemistry and human physiology, while reviewing recent advances
in peptide analysis and characterization. Methods and technology-driven
chapters offer step-by-step guidance in peptide preparation from different source
materials, bioactivity assays, analysis and identification of bioactive peptides,
encoding bioactive peptides. Later, applications across disease areas and
medical specialties are examined in-depth, including the use of bioactive
peptides in treating obesity, diabetes, osteoporosis, mental health disorders, food
allergies, and joint health, among other disorders, as well as bioactive peptides
for sensory enhancement, sports and clinical nutrition, lowering cholesterol,
improving cardiovascular health, and driving advances in biotechnology.
Discusses the latest advances in bioactive peptide chemistry, functionality and
analysis Offers step-by-step instruction in applying new technologies for peptide
extraction, protection, production and encoding, as well as employing bioactive
peptide sequencing and bioactivity assays in new research Effectively links basic
peptide chemistry, human biology and disease Features chapter contributions
from international experts across disciplines and applications
Fundamentals of Biochemistry, Cell Biology and Biophysics is a component of
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Encyclopedia Of Biological, Physiological And Health Sciences in the global
Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated
compendium of twenty one Encyclopedias. This 3-volume set contains several
chapters, each of size 5000-30000 words, with perspectives, issues on.
Biological Science Foundations; Organic Chemicals Involved In Life Processes;
Carbon Fixation; Anaerobic and Aerobic Respiration; Biochemistry; Inorganic
Biochemistry; Soil Biochemistry; Organic Chemistry And Biological Systems
-Biochemistry; Eukaryote Cell Biology; Cell Theory, Properties Of Cells And Their
Diversity; Cell Morphology And Organization; Cell Nucleus And Chromatin
Structure; Organelles And Other Structures In Cell Biology; Mitosis, Cytokines is,
Meiosis And Apoptosis; Cell Growth Regulation, Transformation And Metastases;
Networks In Cell Biology; Microbiology; Prokaryotic Cell Structure And Function;
Prokaryotic Diversity; Prokaryote Genetics; Prokaryotic Growth, Nutrition And
Physiology; An Introductory Treatise On Biophysics; Mathematical Models In
Biophysics. It is aimed at the following five major target audiences: University and
College Students, Educators, Professional Practitioners, Research Personnel
and Policy Analysts, Managers, and Decision Makers.
Organic Farming: Global Perspectives and Methods explores the core definition
and concepts of organic farming in sustainability, its influence on the ecosystem,
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the significance of seed, soil management, water management, weed
management, the significance of microorganisms in organic farming, livestock
management, and waste management. The book provides readers with a basic
idea of organic farming that presents advancements in the field and insights on
the future. Written by a team of global experts, and with the aim of providing a
current understanding of organic farming, this resource is valuable for
researchers, graduate students, and post-doctoral fellows from academia and
research institutions. Presents the basic principles of organic farming and
sustainable development Discusses the role of soil in organic agriculture
Addresses various strategies in seed processing and seed storing, seed bed
preparation, watering of seeds and seed quality improvement Includes updated
information on organic fertilizers and their preparation techniques
Computational Models is a component of Encyclopedia of Mathematical Sciences
in the global Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an
integrated compendium of twenty one Encyclopedias. Modern Computational
Mathematics arises in a wide variety of fields, including business, economics,
engineering, finance, medicine and science. The Theme on Computational
Models provides the essential aspects of Computational Mathematics
emphasizing Basic Methods for Solving Equations; Numerical Analysis and
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Methods for Ordinary Differential Equations; Numerical Methods and Algorithms;
Computational Methods and Algorithms; Numerical Models and Simulation.
These two volumes are aimed at those seeking in-depth of advanced knowledge:
University and College students Educators, Professional practitioners, Research
personnel and Policy analysts, managers, and decision makers and NGOs
This book provides up-to-date information on the state of the art in applications of
biotechnological and microbiological tools for protecting the environment. Written
by leading international experts, it discusses potential applications of
biotechnological and microbiological techniques in solid waste management,
wastewater treatment, agriculture, energy and environmental health. This second
volume of book “Environmental Microbiology and Biotechnology,” covers two
main topics: bioenergy and environmental health, exploring the latest
developments from around the globe regarding applications of biotechnology and
microbiology for converting wastes into valuable products and at the same time
reducing the environmental pollution resulting from disposal. Wherever possible it
also includes real-world examples. Further, it offers advice on which procedures
should be followed to achieve satisfactory results, and provides insights that will
promote the transition to the sustainable utilization of various waste products.
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induced impacts on various aspects of our environment and its biological
diversity. The book also contains updated information, methods and tools for the
monitoring and conservation of impacted biological diversity.
This Encyclopedia of Biotechnology is a component of the global Encyclopedia of
Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of twenty
one Encyclopedias. Biotechnology draws on the pure biological sciences
(genetics, animal cell culture, molecular biology, microbiology, biochemistry,
embryology, cell biology) and in many instances is also dependent on knowledge
and methods from outside the sphere of biology (chemical engineering,
bioprocess engineering, information technology, biorobotics). This 15-volume set
contains several chapters, each of size 5000-30000 words, with perspectives,
applications and extensive illustrations. It carries state-of-the-art knowledge in the
field and is aimed, by virtue of the several applications, at the following five major
target audiences: University and College Students, Educators, Professional
Practitioners, Research Personnel and Policy Analysts, Managers, and Decision
Makers and NGOs.
Chemical Engineering and Chemical Process Technology is a theme component of
Encyclopedia of Chemical Sciences, Engineering and Technology Resources in the global
Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of twenty
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Encyclopedias. Chemical engineering is a branch of engineering, dealing with processes in
which materials undergo changes in their physical or chemical state. These changes may
concern size, energy content, composition and/or other application properties. Chemical
engineering deals with many processes belonging to chemical industry or related industries
(petrochemical, metallurgical, food, pharmaceutical, fine chemicals, coatings and colors,
renewable raw materials, biotechnological, etc.), and finds application in manufacturing of such
products as acids, alkalis, salts, fuels, fertilizers, crop protection agents, ceramics, glass,
paper, colors, dyestuffs, plastics, cosmetics, vitamins and many others. It also plays significant
role in environmental protection, biotechnology, nanotechnology, energy production and
sustainable economical development. The Theme on Chemical Engineering and Chemical
Process Technology deals, in five volumes and covers several topics such as: Fundamentals
of Chemical Engineering; Unit Operations – Fluids; Unit Operations – Solids; Chemical
Reaction Engineering; Process Development, Modeling, Optimization and Control; Process
Management; The Future of Chemical Engineering; Chemical Engineering Education; Main
Products, which are then expanded into multiple subtopics, each as a chapter. These five
volumes are aimed at the following five major target audiences: University and College
students Educators, Professional practitioners, Research personnel and Policy analysts,
managers, and decision makers and NGOs.
Bioreactors: Sustainable Design and Industrial Applications in Mitigation of GHG Emissions
presents and compares the foundational concepts, state-of-the-art design and fabrication of
bioreactors. Solidly based on theoretical fundamentals, the book examines various aspects of
the commercially available bioreactors, such as construction and fabrication, design, modeling
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and simulation, development, operation, maintenance, management and target applications for
biofuels production and bio-waste management. Emerging issues in commercial feasibility are
explored, constraints and pathways for upscaling, and techno-economic assessment are also
covered. This book provides researchers and engineers in the biofuels and waste
management sectors a clear, at-a-glance understanding of the actual potential of different
advanced bioreactors for their requirements. It is a must-have reference for better-informed
decisions when selecting the appropriate technology models for sustainable systems
development and commercialization.
This Encyclopedia of Tropical Biology and Conservation Management is a component of the
global Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of
twenty one Encyclopedias. Tropical environments cover the most part of still preserved natural
areas of the Earth. The greatest biodiversity, as in terms of animals and plants, as
microorganisms, is placed in these hot and rainy ecosystems spread up and below the Equator
line. Additionally, the most part of food products, with vegetal or animal origin, that sustain
nowadays human beings is direct or undirected dependent of tropical productivity. Biodiversity
should be looked at and evaluated not only in terms of numbers of species, but also in terms of
the diversity of interactions among distinct organisms that it maintains. In this sense, the
complexity of web structure in tropical systems is a promise of future to nature preservation on
Earth. In the chemicals of tropical plant and animals, could be the cure to infinite number of
diseases, new food sources, and who knows what more. Despite these facts tropical areas
have been exploited in an irresponsible way for more than 500 years due the lack of an
ecological conscience of men. Exactly in the same way we did with temperate areas and also
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tropical areas in the north of Equator line. Nowadays, is estimated that due human exploitation,
nation conflicts and social problems, less than 8% of tropical nature inside continental areas is
still now untouchable. The extension of damage in the tropical areas of oceans is unknown.
Thus so, all knowledge we could accumulate about tropical systems will help us, as in the
preservations of these important and threatened ecosystems as in a future recuperation, when
it was possible. Only knowing the past and developing culture, mainly that directed to peace, to
a better relationship among nations and responsible use and preservation of natural resources,
human beings will have a long future on Earth. These volumes, Tropical Biology and Natural
Resources was divided in sessions to provide the reader the better comprehension possible of
issue and also to enable future complementation and improvements in the encyclopedia. Like
we work with life, we intended to transform this encyclopedia also in a “life” volume, in what
new information could be added in any time. As president of the encyclopedia and main editor I
opened the theme with an article titled: “Tropical Biology and Natural resources: Historical
Pathways and Perspectives”, providing the reader an initial view of the origins of human
knowledge about the tropical life, and what we hope to the future. In the sequence we have
more than 100 chapters distributed in tem sessions: Tropical Ecology (TE); Tropical Botany
(TB); Tropical Zoology (TZ); Savannah Ecosystems (SE); Desert Ecosystems (DE); Tropical
Agriculture (TA); Natural History of Tropical Plants (NH); Human Impact on Tropical
Ecosystems (HI); Tropical Phytopathology and Entomology (TPE); Case Studies (CS). This
11-volume set contains several chapters, each of size 5000-30000 words, with perspectives,
applications and extensive illustrations. It is the only publication of its kind carrying state-of-theart knowledge in the fields of Tropical Biology and Conservation Management and is aimed, by
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virtue of the several applications, at the following five major target audiences: University and
College Students, Educators, Professional Practitioners, Research Personnel and Policy
Analysts, Managers, and Decision Makers and NGOs.
Sustainable Built Environment is a component of Encyclopedia of Technology, Information,
and Systems Management Resources in the global Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems
(EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of twenty one Encyclopedias. Environmental
conservation and technological innovation are two principal forces that drive the building
industry toward the future. Technological innovation offers many opportunities to make
buildings more dynamic and comfortable, and occupants more comfortable and productive.
The necessity of environmental conservation, on the other hand, compels all types of
developments and human activities to be environmentally responsive. The content of the
Theme on Sustainable Built Environment is organized with state-of-the-art presentations
covering several topics: Urban Design ; Emerging Issues in Building Design; Environment,
Energy and Health in Housing Design; Culture, Management Strategies, and Policy Issues in
the Sustainable Built Environment; Using Technology to Improve the Quality of City Life; Urban
and Regional Transportation, which are then expanded into multiple subtopics, each as a
chapter. These two volumes are aimed at the following five major target audiences: University
and College students Educators, Professional practitioners, Research personnel and Policy
analysts, managers, and decision makers and NGOs.
This book covers broad areas in the conservation of microorganisms. It addresses the short,
medium and long-term preservation of agriculturally important microorganisms, as well as
culture collections and their roles. The respective chapters address topics such as
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conventional approaches to bacterial, fungal and algal preservation, as well as methods and
strategies for preserving recalcitrant microorganisms. Readers will also find the latest insights
into the preservation of vesicular-arbuscular (VA) fungi and ecology, diversity and conservation
of endophytes, and entamopathogenic fungi. Microbes of animal and dairy origin, their
preservation and biosafety issues are also explored. Microorganisms are the silent and unseen
majority of life on Earth, and are characterized by a high degree of genetic and metabolic
diversity. It is well documented that no branch of science or society is unaffected by microbial
interventions. Researchers have documented microorganisms from such extreme and unique
environments as deserts and hydrothermal vents, and with specific traits that are currently
being exploited in agriculture, industry, medicine and biotechnological applications. Such great
potential can only be found in microorganisms. The aim of this book – the first entirely devoted
to the conservation of microorganisms, and to regulatory mechanisms for access and benefits
sharing as per Biological Diversity (BD) Act 2002 – is to promote awareness of our world’s
microbial wealth, and to introduce readers to strategies and methodologies for the
conservation of microorganisms, which could ultimately save human life on Earth.
Bioprocess Engineering: Downstream Processing is the first book to present the principles of
bioprocess engineering, focusing on downstream bioprocessing. It aims to provide the latest
bioprocess technology and explain process analysis from an engineering point of view, using
worked examples related to biological systems. This book introduces the commonly used
technologies for downstream processing of biobased products. The covered topics include
centrifugation, filtration, membrane separation, reverse osmosis, chromatography, biosorption,
liquid-liquid separation, and drying. The basic principles and mechanism of separation are
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covered in each of the topics, wherein the engineering concept and design are emphasized.
This book is aimed at bioprocess engineers and professionals who wish to perform
downstream processing for their feedstock, as well as students.
Physical (Biological) Anthropology theme is a component of Encyclopedia Of Biological,
Physiological And Health Sciences (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of twenty
one Encyclopedias. Biological anthropology, also known as physical anthropology, is a
scientific discipline concerned with the biological and behavioral aspects of human beings,
their related non-human primates and their extinct hominin ancestors. It is a subfield of
anthropology that provides a biological perspective to the systematic study of human beings.
This volume is aimed at the following five major target audiences: University and College
Students Educators, Professional Practitioners, Research Personnel and Policy Analysts,
Managers, and Decision Makers, NGOs and GOs.
This book covers the fundamentals of the rapidly growing field of biothermodynamics, showing
how thermodynamics can best be applied to applications and processes in biochemical
engineering. It describes the rigorous application of thermodynamics in biochemical
engineering to rationalize bioprocess development and obviate a substantial fraction of this
need for tedious experimental work. As such, this book will appeal to a diverse group of
readers, ranging from students and professors in biochemical engineering, to scientists and
engineers, for whom it will be a valuable reference.
Fundamental Economics in two volumes is a component of Encyclopedia of Social Sciences
and Humanities in the global Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an
integrated compendium of twenty one Encyclopedias. The Theme discusses on Fundamental
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Economics, Walrasian and Non-Walrasian Microeconomics, Strategic Behavior, The
Economics of Bargaining, Economic Exernalities, Public Goods, Macroeconomics, Decision
Making Under Uncertainty, Development Economics and many other related topics. These two
volumes are aimed at the following five major target audiences: University and College
Students Educators, Professional Practitioners, Research Personnel and Policy Analysts,
Managers, and Decision Makers, NGOs and GOs.
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